Remove the friction
from everyday work.
Introducing Now Mobile.

Why shouldn’t the way you work be like the way you
live—with technology that’s simple, powerful and
most of all, mobile? Now you can.

Find answers and get stuff done across IT, HR,
Facilities, Finance, Legal and other departments,
all from a modern mobile app, Now Mobile.
Here’s a little of what Now Mobile can do for
the world of work.

Now work can move
like you move.

Virtual agents
are here to help.

Now Mobile connects
a modern, consumerlike mobile interface to
powerful digital workflows.
You get work done across IT,
HR, Facilities, Finance, and
Legal, without memorizing
the corporate directory.

Enable employee self-help, and
provide the best possible service
experiences at the lowest costs.
Detailed instructions for password
resets, help requesting time off,
updating HR records with life events,
and many more tasks are easily
completed with the assistance of
a virtual agent.

Tap. Swipe.
Get great work done.
Find answers, get help, and make
requests with simple gestures like a tap
and a swipe. For example, a single swipe
can reschedule a meeting; a couple of
taps can get you a new laptop. Why not
let your fingers get all the work done?

We make approvals easy.
Consolidated approvals from across
your departments using ServiceNow,
as well as integrated systems of record,
provide fast, easy access to common
tasks. An approval for a laptop, tuition
reimbursement, an office move or time-off,
all accomplished with speed and ease
through a single, native mobile app.

ServiceNow Mobile Apps deliver the power of

the Now Platform in the palm of your hand. And with

digital workflows at your fingertips, delivering amazing
employee experiences and driving productivity across
departments, systems and people is easy.

Fulfillers can quickly
triage and act on
incoming requests
with Mobile Agent

Put your smartphone to
powerful new use—Work.
Your smart device’s features like camera,
voice to text, and location services can now
power consumer-like experiences at work.
For example, use location services to book a
conference room quickly, or report issues with
conference room equipment. Use voice-totext with a virtual agent to get information
on the time-off policy. Or use your device’s
camera report an incident or order
replacement supplies easily.

New hires are guided
through their initial tasks
with Mobile Onboarding

Built on the powerful Now Platform
Because our mobile apps are natively built
and powered by a single cloud platform
with a common data model, employees get
context-rich, intuitive service experiences
through their mobile devices anywhere,
anytime. It’s like having the Now Platform
in your pocket.

Mobile Studio
enables anyone
to create elegant,
native apps for
iOS and Android

Want to learn more? Visit:
www.servicenow.com/products/mobile.html
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